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Amazon music prime app

This app is only available on the App Store for iPhone, iPad, and Apple TV. Prime Music - Music for every moment Including your Amazon Prime membership• No extra costs; come with your Prime membership • Use hands-free listening with Alexa wherever you go. Just say Alexa, wait for
the melody, and ask Alexa to play music. You can also ask Alexa for your favorite artists and songs, or search by mood, activity, and more. Hundreds of organized playlists and personalized stations • Playlists are overseen by our music experts • Stations are personalized to fit everyMusic
moment at any time, Listen to uninterrupted music ad-free• Play artist and albums on-demand from your appOr listen to Amazon Music, no credit card required. • Free streaming music• Thousands of stations• Top playlists like All Hits & Rap Rotation• Listen on your favorite device Visit us
at:www.amazon.ca/PrimeMusicwww.facebook.com/AmazonMusicCanadaIf you subscribe to Amazon Music Unlimited via iTunes where available, payment will be charged to your iTunes Account when confirming your purchase and your membership will automatically renew monthly unless
auto-renew is turned off at least 24 hours before the end of the iTunes account current membership term. Your account will be charged for renewal within 24 hours before the end of each membership period at the rate of your chosen plan. You can manage your subscription and turn off
automatic renewal at any time by going to My Account or through iTunes. See and other terms that apply to your use of Amazon Music. November 20, 2020 Version 10.1.1 We're always improving your amazon listening experience. In this version, we fixed some bugs and made other
improvements. This is great for music because with your amazon prime you can listen to music above and off the line. Due to the cheap membership and just how new it is missing some songs and surprisingly sometimes the song is removed but it has most of the stuff. And you get 2 days
shipping and all that other service from amazon so it's hard to go wrong I really love listening to Amazon music! I listen to a variety of music genres like bluegrass, golden oldies, 70s classics, 90s to new artists today. I appreciate the huge variety of music... Just keep going!!! It might be
good if you're into pop and top 40 but if you're into decent music your search ends with no matches! Sorry the privacy policy supports the app I use this music app all. the. Time. I work out a few days a week and play this while I'm driving most of the time. There are some things that drive me
crazy about the app First of all, continuous songs are suddenly not a usable file and you have no idea unless you check your library regularly. Less notice nor replacement file is provided, you must search and find it, again, for yourself. Sometimes, songs/artists don't even More. Secondly,
there is not a way to play only ONE song and be performed. If you play a song, songs in your library or songs in any search you're following will automatically follow. You have to create a playlist with just one song on it to have that option, which is obviously ridiculous. Finally, the songs
skipped / have a regular sale pause, no matter what service I'm connected to- (different wi-fis or cellular). Sometimes the pause is quite long. Sometimes I have to close the app completely and reopen it to make it play back. SO obnoxious. IMO, the annual cost of unlimited annual plans is
too expensive for these reasons. I keep it working however because I don't want to go through the hassle of starting a new library somewhere else. Sigh. If you are thinking about buying this (unlimited version, which is not free/included with your prime members), I'd like to look elsewhere.
2014 was a significant transformation year for Amazon's digital music business. On June 12, millions of U.S. Prime Ministers received unlimited access to one million songs at no additional cost. In order to comply with my non-disclosure agreement, I ignored and tampered with confidential
information in this case study. The information in this case study is my own and does not necessarily reflect Amazon's point of view. I've led Prime Music's design for the Digital Music Store on kindle Fire, Fire Phone, iOS, Android, Desktop and the Web since starting the project in July 2013.
Until July 2015, I led efforts to develop the service and address customer pain points related to browsing and discovery experiences. I teamed up with three project managers and another key designer to explore insights and translate concepts into features that address customer behavior
and motivation. I have created frameworks and prototypes to share visions, design principles, and content strategies. This has helped to spread ideas, gain connection, and drive decision-making. I've identified products with my project management partners. I mission clients' goals and
balanced business goals. I prioritize and negotiate features to boot and more. I have designed and collaborated with seven platform designers and their PM partners to translate product features for each platform context. I designed down on the Kindle Fire, Android, iOS and iOS Mobile
Digital Music Store. I made journeys, wireframes, prototypes and design specifications. I designed and presented the works to get the participation of executives, senior stakeholders, and many other Amazon teams throughout the project life cycle. Since 2013, digital music download sales
have declined and now a s quite large percentage of the industry's revenue music is made up of on-demand streaming services. For Amazon, this signals a rapid change in music consumption habits. Our challenge is to grow with customers and participate in highly competitive on-demand
music segment in the U.S. Prime Music will offer a limited selection of one million songs and catalog titles at least six months old), dedicated to Prime members for streaming and downloading. With this new benefit, we hope to create deeper relationships with Amazon customers. To speed
up the market, we were tasked with designing and building Prime Music in the existing Digital Music Store and Music Library architecture. This tactic is considered the most favorable and least risky. The assumption is simple — millions of customers visit Amazon every day. Expand
acquisitions, play, manage conceptual models that customers are familiar with, and leverage existing infrastructure for earlier and cheaper marketing. This initial architectural decision had a big impact on the quality of the customer experience that we could create and reconcile. Chasing
Waterfalls Design and Development features have been divided into parallel workstreams for music libraries and digital music stores. I have led the design for all aspects related to the store. Each feature phase of the project has been posted, starting with the design and development for the
reference platform - Kindle Fire. Once each feature is designed and approved, the technical team begins to deploy. I followed up with working with platform designers to translate product features for their platform context. At the same time, I will design the next feature in the pipeline, while
working with my own foundation engineering teams to implement the current feature until completion. The combination of a fixed launch date and positive range creates an intense environment with many time and coordination challenges. Working backwards from a fixed boot date, means
that the design has been subsumed into a direction engineering process. Log-out milestones are driven by technical estimates and the time it takes to create the right design is the time remaining. The combination of a fixed launch date and positive range creates an intense environment
with many time and coordination challenges. We have conducted customer and market research to advance our planning phase. These are important insights that determine the launch version of the product: The main segments are music customers and customers actively control what
they hear. Customers listen to playlists to complement moods or activities such as relaxing, working, cleaning or reading. Customers listen to only 19% of their own music library consisting mainly of catalogue songs, not albums. Price sensitivity is what drives customers to switch to on-
demand streaming services. Paying customers to invest more in building their library and play music four times as much. Customers expect Amazon to know them and serve personalized music suggestions. Our vision for Prime Music is to be the best value music service for Amazon
customers, not my on-demand streaming service. We don't want to provide a full catalogue of songs, instead of wanting to focus on helping customers discover the music they'll love, from a selection they will really listen. Our customers expect and trust us to know them. We envision the
future of music services that are deeply personalized to our customers' musical tastes. Along with 2 days of free shipping, unlimited streaming of popular movies and TV shows, access to over 500,000 free e-books and unlimited photo storage —Prime Music will make Amazon Prime one of
the best in the history of shopping. Value is what we want customers to shout. Amazon Prime Music is an online music streaming service for Amazon Prime members at no extra cost to their membership. Prime members can listen to and download from a catalogue of over a million songs,
hundreds of organized playlists, and personalized broadcasters. Customers can add any eligible Prime song, album, or playlist to their music library to stream, offline, or in combination with their own personal music collection. Customers who have previously purchased songs (through
Amazon or elsewhere) as part of prime-eligible albums can find the remaining tracks to collect or stream from their own library. Prime Playlists is a music experience arranged for mood and activity — built by Amazon's team of music experts. Prime playlists take the job out of finding and
managing music, so customers can spend more time enjoying it. The biggest challenge I faced throughout this project was balancing moving forward with the designs, while partnering with the wider team. Since this project touches all parts of our music business, I need to coordinate and
get buy-ins from multiple teams that have been both co-located and distributed. This is hard. Managing feedback is even more difficult because it feels like a swinging pendulum of perspective. The team spent a disproportionate period of time dedicate to dedicate design decisions, when no
data could be easily collected to help make decisions. The impact is painful, paralyzing and growing skepticism about instinct during the design process. Managing feedback is even more difficult and feels like a swinging pendulum of perspective. I observed this model early enough in the
project and invested time in document creation to help reduce data crutches and better understand and distribute design reasons. Doing this up front is quite time consuming, but saves a lot of back‑and‑forth as the project progresses. Design guidelines and content priority frameworks
helped create visibility in my decision-making process and motivated the team to share a vision. My earliest design challenge was to suggest how we would display content in our Digital Music Store to both Prime and non‑Prime customers. I hypothesized the priority of prime-eligible content
will be different if the customer does not intend to make a high purchase. I didn't have the meedo data to support this and then made a sort of hierarchy card with eight participants. My goal is to understand how customers think about differences content and what matters most to them in the
context of Prime. During the thought-aloud time I was surprised to hear participants ranked content based on what they felt was predictable and could be believed to be relevant, what made them curious and ultimately what they were skeptical about. The results emphasize that we need to
prioritize playlist content, and that category is a familiar tool for customers to browse the content. I combine these two concepts to design the Prime Playlist browsing experience. I then combined category ratings with viable scores to create the rest of the browser structure. One technique I
used to brainstorm content ideas was inspired by a technique from Marty Neumeier's book-Metaskills: Five Talents for the Robotic Age. Marty teaches us that great and unique ideas can appear if we reverse polarity in an assumption. I imagine the worst possible perception of Prime Music
is similar to the bargain barrel in a brick and mortar discount music store that nobody wants. Through this lens, I identified the undesirable characteristics of the bargaining bin to help clarify the principles (on the contrary) for planning and creating content. From this exercise, it is clear that we
can help customers get more value from the service if we create a story behind the music. To get buy‑in for this direction, I created a set of campaign synthetic materials. While many of these concepts were not feasible at the time of launch, they were still important to help the team get
excited about the future. We conducted a large-scale survey to understand how regular music listeners identify and select different types of playlists. We learned that: Genres and moods are the most important influences when choosing music to listen to. Activity has also been reported.
Genres are used as a way to find music that fits the mood or exclude certain types of music. There is a high degree of overlap in the way customers think about mood and genre. Based on these insights, I designed the Prime Playlist browsing experience as a single filter list. This is



designed to reduce up-and-off decision-making; reduce the cognitive load recalled between genre and mood; and carry a stronger information scent to invite customers to use it. Embedding Prime Music in the Amazon Digital Music Store presents a novel design challenge, because it needs
to work for everyone. I ask myself two questions: How can I effectively satisfy both Prime members and music buyers, when they have very different motivations and goals? How are we going to use existing designs, if they are so much optimized for selling music? From the very beginning
of the project, store + Prime Music direction felt like a bad idea. However, I know that the decision has been out and I wasn't in a position to affect it–not at the time anyway. Instead of thinking catastrophically, I move forward by focusing on the strengths of the approach. After analyzing the
strengths, it it to model Prime Music after what customers are familiar with — discover and buy music from Amazon's Digital Music Store. Our proposal is to allow Prime members to purchase prime-eligible music for free. The next challenge is to communicate to customers what's eligible for
Prime and how they can collect and listen to it. This little button is one of the most controversial design decisions for our team. I spent more time defending design decisions than solving design problems! The three most debated areas involved: what the button said what the button looked
like when you pressed it I started my design process with Think, Do, Feel Exercise from Gamestorming. However, instead of using observed behaviors, I worked backwards from the aspirational thoughts, feelings, and actions that I was designing. After weighing the strengths and
weaknesses of my exploration, I narrowed down two competing design concepts: $0.00 and +Plus. To conclude this decision, I put together a plan to test users. ... I feel good enough to move forward with the $0.00 button design because I know it will be very easy to rotate, if necessary.
Testing two button options with 16 participants showed that: Customers were delighted by the blue. Customers can determine which content is eligible for Prime. Customers do not understand what +Add means and think it will charge them money. Customers think that after choosing $0.00
they will own the music. This confirms most of the aspirational design goals I have conceptualized. I was completely amazed by the confusion of ownership and didn't realize how much the context of digital music stores affected customer perceptions of our service. Based on these insights
(and the pressure to move on to the next feature), I feel good enough to move forward with the $0.00 button design because I know it will be easy to rotate, if necessary. Amazon maintains well-known high standards for work that it creates both externally for customers and internally for
consumable team members. This has created a culture of seeking trust through accountability, going into the details and inviting others to scrutinize the work. Heavy material is the artifact of such a culture. The sheer size of this project and the structured waterfall approach meant I needed
to have everything figured out before the teams committed to moving forward with the work. Many groups involved in the project needed to view it in a tangible document. This risk inverse thinking means that I have created a lot of widely distributed and high-cost references to maintain.
Creating a template is the most effective way to get meaningful feedback... For each feature stage, I have gone through a cycle of requirements, consensus, approval, specifications, details and handover. My process involves sketching and boarding concepts and flowing with my PM partner
and then translated the into the design comps hi‑fidelity. Since I've worked with many existing designs, it's relatively easy to move straight into high-resolution designs. My next step involves cutting comps and piecing them together with Keynote or InVision into a prototype. In the early
stages, I focused only on representing the highest risk areas of design. Later stages allowed me to focus on micro interactions, which I created in Pixate and Keynote. Creating a template is the most effective way to gain meaningful feedback from the team, consensus from stakeholders,
and approval from senior leadership. I was able to easily distribute them as videos and recycle them to test usability. I have created six sets (two for each platform I own) documentation in this project to communicate the requirements to the technical team and support our quality assurance
teams in writing test cases. These products include CX Spec — customer requirements and iter journeys, and Visual Design Spec &amp; Keylines — design systems. This document requires the most re-dosing in the project and is the highest cost to maintain. I have also tested and come
up with additional documentation to communicate dynamic frames and timings for our micro interactions. The collection below shows some app designs for Kindle Fire and Android Mobile. Once the team had a prototype ready for use, we knew we needed to put it in the hands of our
customers. 2 months before launch, we doubled down on confirming our wildest beliefs. We held an expanded beta and conducted guerrilla user testing which highlighted the top risks in the product: Play quality, performance and Wayfinding Stability Play and collect interesting music, the
topics we discovered during this time were the same issues we discovered after launch. Product groups are divided into smaller groups to investigate top categories for customer feedback and develop proposals that address top risks by launch. Customer play-back quality and performance
indicates that streaming Prime content takes too long to start play play back, and Prime music usually stops. This is a sober moment for the whole team. We have been very focused on the design of the product and at the moment it does not matter to the customer. Performance and
reliability matter most —it's the product experience. After hosting a mini‑hackathon, we were able to solve play play back issues and critical performance. Wayfinding We observe that customers have difficulty finding Prime Music; feeling disi disied of in the application; and could not find the
music they had collected again. These issues have been inextricably linked and compounding. Prime Music embedded in Music Store has wrongly distinguished customers from the spirit model of the music streaming service. As a business, we didn't see ourselves as an independent
streaming service, but customers did. This greatly affects their expectations and behaviors, which means that the experience difficult to use. The initial decision to build this service on our existing infrastructure for the sake of speed to market, has come back to bite. After using the app for a
week, I still feel that the menu is not put together in an easy-to-use way. There should only be two options ... It's hard to master the app. -Anonymous Beta Participant Discovering Prime We assume customers know where to get music in the Digital Music Store and then where to go to listen
to it – in their Music Library. After all, our siblings Service Prime Instant Video and Kindle Lending Library have opened similar paths. We were wrong. Prime Music is 100% 300% able because customers don't expect to search for it in the Digital Music Store. The concept of music rental,
does not exist in the minds of customers. Why can't it be partly independent? Why do I have to see the buy buttons everywhere? -Anonymous Beta Participant Since the business has committed to this direction, there have been a limited number of improvements we can make before our
fixed launch date. To solve the discovery problem, we extracted Prime Music sections from the store and positioned them as an independent area in top-level navigation. This is well tested for discovery, but has created new problems because the current navigation items are basically deep
links. On the surface they appear as an independent destination, but in fact they are technically still part of the store. After making this change, we noticed that Customers often navigate out of the Prime section and into other areas of the store without understanding how or why. Finally,
we're ready to live with this experience to come out. Play and collect music We observe that although customers find value in the feature added to the library, they also find it takes time and do not understand why they need. It is cumbersome to play selected music. When you click add to
the library from the original Amazon music screen, users will think appropriately that they can play music. Unfortunately, that's not the case. -Anonymous Beta Participant Our team quickly turned to easy-to-be-aware solutions to design a music play-back feature in our Digital Music Store. I
fought against this proposal, which, on the basis of expanding Amazon's retail designs optimized for sale, would lead to a cluttered, uncentered experience for Prime and non‑Prime customers. Designing a play-back feature in our Digital Music Store has been out of sight and ignores a host
of other intricateities related to playing, downloading, and managing music. Dive deeper into customer feedback, revealing that customer frustration isn't just about just wanting to play. Customers are also disappointed to see music is not eligible for purchase. This signals that the context of
the Digital Music Store has created an additional load of perception and does not foster a music experience Want. Basically, our designs were communicating buying, buying, buying, but customers felt like they were paying for their Prime members and music. To provide this kind of pure
music experience to our customers, we need a different strategy that's not based on dates and technology shortcuts. Creating this experience has been scoped for many more months. ... And so we came up. On the evening of June 11, we began implementing Prime Music for Kindle Fire,
iOS, Android, PC, Mac, and amazon Digital Music Store for mobile and desktop. The launch went off without a hitch–a great achievement considering the scale and complexity of the deployment. While the hype from the launch has been resolved, we keep a close eye on the article listening
to our customers. We know that there are large gaps in the product and necessary to form a priority repair plan. It's no surprise that the team reflected feedback after launch that reflected issues detected during our beta use and testing prior to launch. I personally know that there is no quick
fix. Fortunately, the pressure of the launch was behind us and we were able to carved out the space and time to do the right things. Strategy with Tactics I leads a research plan to gain more insight into quality into product pain points and seek opportunities to develop products. Over a two-
week period, we conducted a diary study and tested usability. We also use this time to test the feasibility of future concepts. To disseminate research lessons, I have created a customer journey map. This allowed me to convey the severity of the pain points and facilitate conversations about
the areas we wanted to fix. We have finally created the minimum desired experience for our customers. The map highlights the extent to which the Digital Music Store model breaks down libraries and creates deeper sympathy between the group. This research is a major breakthrough for
our team and allows us to focus our energy on creating the right experience, this time. After six months of design and development, we have released our first update to Prime Music. Customers now have a Prime-only experience area — fully optimized for Prime members and completely
divorced from the Digital Music Store. We have finally created the minimum desired experience for our customers. It's still early days for service, but the results have exceeded our expectations. Since the launch of the Prime Music redesign on iOS and Android (April 2015), the average
number of active customers has increased by 186% Despite this rapid growth, we have improved interaction, maintenance, reception and acquisition. Lots of great songs. Think my prime member just paid for itself! Now I just have to get all my mobile devices loaded up! I'm excited about
Amazon Prime Music. This is a great benefit of membership... now I can shop, read, and listen to music. It feels like Christmas-Thanks Amazon!! This is absolutely awesome! Thank you very much add to Prime! Great selection of music, can not ask for more! I like that. Prime Music makes
my Prime members a lot better! Amazon's big data team did a great job understanding my musical interests. It's wonderful!!!!!! Prime means more now! I will recommend Amazon to my friends! Wow still can't believe it's true! I'm excited about Amazon Prime Music! I can't wait to see what
else Amazon comes up with! Also worth being a Prime member! Great update. You've fixed a gripe of me on the app. Now I can stream without adding to my library. Thank you for listening to your customers. I love this app! It frees up storage space on my phone, but gives me access to
TONS of free music choices since I was a Prime member. ... because it was faster and cheaper to build it *that*s way One of Amazon's leadership principles is to have a bias‑for-action. Amazonians proudly emphasize that product decisions are reversible and that taking time to do is better
than over-analysis. Throughout this project, I have observed how bias for action transforms into bias against delivery. Our team focuses disproportionately on measuring outcomes, rather than learning and measuring results. This inevitably leads to a lot of waste, ine sight and distraction for
the team. We let the question of how quickly can we build it? define it, the more we allow our customers to identify it. We let the phrase let's just get something out there that determines the quality, more than we allow our customers to determine the quality. What if we asked if we built the
right thing? as much as we asked that we would meet our date?, we were able to come up with a more reliable, intuitive and polished product, sooner. Viability should have been determined by our customers the way before technology and on did. Launching Just Started I'm often asked if
I'm proud of the prime music launch. I'm partly lying when I tell me. Let me explain why. I appreciate simplicity, focus and utility. I aim to make people happy by designing experiences that just get along the way. Craftsmanship and carefully thought out details are important to me. I really
value music and am interested in helping people find music to complement meaningful moments in their lives. At the time of launch, I had difficulty accepting the reality of this product, because I knew where all the corpses were hidden. I know the solution to a my my my myth of usability
issues. I know what's important missing. I know how much waste has arisen building features that don't matter and certainly how the performance and reliability of what matters most has been compromised. My dissatisfaction is not a case of perfectionism, but an insistence on quality.
Quality is never compromised, even in the first version of the product. Quality is the responsibility of an entire organization and I've learned that magical experiences are only possible if the whole team really shares the same values and aspirations. Fast forward. now, and I realize that my
satisfaction and insistence on quality don't seem to matter at all. The success of this product has nothing to do with the way I feel, but everything to do with if and how the product is being used. So if you ask me if I'm proud of what I give I'll still say no, but then I'll tell you that I'm very proud
of what I made for Amazon. I am proud that the team is in a better position to learn, and that the launch of this product needs to happen to expose how bad things have been broken – both in the product and in the way we work. I believe that great design takes time and wisdom, which can
only happen if the whole team is in an accompanying thinking position to learn. Today, millions of customers are enjoying Prime Music and we are exceeding our business goals. And while I can't prove how many extra miles will benefit our business, at least the product is not considered
made. Jeff Bezos's famous saying at Amazon is that it's still on one. For Prime Music, this couldn't be more true. London By Bike Website design and © in 2020 Simon Pan. Pan.
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